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JOIN THE ENTSOG MARKET TEAM  
IN BRUSSELS ! 

We are seeking candidates for the  
Market Team:

– Gas Market Network Code Specialists 

– Gas Market Development Specialists

APPLY NOW –  
THE INTERVIEWS WILL TAKE PLACE MID MAY 2019!
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ENTSOG IS RECRUITING IN BRUSSELS !   
HERE IS WHY YOU SHOULD JOIN !

\\   Develop innovative solutions to address future gas market needs

\\   Be close to high level EU decision making

\\   Work and live in a dynamic and pleasant international environment

THE ROLE OF ENTSOG
The role of ENTSOG is to facilitate and enhance cooperation 
between national gas transmission system operators 
(TSOs) across Europe to meet European Union energy 
goals.

ENTSOG is comprised of seconded staff from its members 
and therefore the organisation is constantly under dynamic 
change and ready to offer new opportunities. The ENTSOG 
staff currently consists of approximately 40 people of 17 
 different nationalities and representing 18 companies, which 
provides a unique and challenging international working 
 environment.
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ENTSOG IS SEEKING CANDIDATES  
FOR THE MARKET TEAM 

\\ Gas Market Network Code Specialists 

\\ Gas Market Development Specialists  

ABOUT YOUR ROLE  
IN THE MARKET TEAM
In your new role, you will contribute to our work on monitor-
ing and functioning of the EU-wide gas network codes (ca-
pacity, balancing, tariffs) and on improving the design of the 

EU gas market as well as the feeding into the debate on how 
to develop EU gas regulation regarding the future role of gas 
and gas infrastructure.
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CANDIDATE REQUIREMENTS 
Applications of candidates from European Transmission 
System Operators will be prioritised, but applications 
from other candidates will also be considered. The Candi-
dates will be based in Brussels and should be ready to start 
work as soon as possible, at the latest during Summer 
2019. Fluent English, both in speaking and in writing is 
 essential. 

Some of the key responsibilities include leadership and 
support for the development of the EU market rules, liaison 
with ENTSOG Members and stakeholders, participation in 
processes led by the European Commission, ACER and 
other European authorities.

CANDIDATES SHOULD HAVE:

\\ minimum of 3 years’ experience in an energy related 
role;

\\ minimum a bachelor’s degree (or equivalent); 

\\ a good understanding of the European gas market;

\\ a high-level familiarity of the EU-wide gas network codes 
and guidelines;

\\  an understanding of the European Institutions and their 
roles;

\\ good data analysis and data presentation skills;

\\ specialist knowledge of energy market design; an 
 understanding of the potential future gas markets 
 developments that may be needed to improve the 
 current market and to meet future requirements;

\\ a good understanding of the electricity market would be 
an advantage;

\\ some knowledge of the relevant issues associated with 
the development of a sustainable energy system would 
be a strong advantage, such as renewables gases, 
 climate change debate, carbon pricing, sector coupling 
or any others. 

THE SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATE WILL ALSO BE ABLE TO DEMONSTRATE:

\\ an open minded and flexible approach, able to find 
compromises and results reflecting viewpoints of 
stakeholders;

\\ ability to develop and manage challenging project 
 timelines, possess strong organisation skills;

\\ an ability to break down complex concepts and ideas, 
into simple concepts that can be presented to  
non-experts;

\\ skills of contributing to the success of a team by 
 demonstrating initiative, persuasion, negotiation skills 
and a willingness to support others both within this and 
other parts of the ENTSOG organisation;

\\ ability to manage demanding timelines and work 
 pressures;

\\ an international mind set, focusing on the strengths of 
diversity as well as a respectful communication and 
 dialogue;

\\ independence in thought, discussion and execution;

\\ proven ability in developing change proposals.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
A CV, a cover letter and any other supporting  material 
from candidates should be sent by email to:

\\ career@entsog.eu 

Please submit you application no later than  
10 May 2019. 

The interviews will take place mid May 2019. 

Please contact career@entsog.eu if you have any questions 
in relation to the Market Area Specialist positions or you 
would like to ask question or clarification in relation to the 
position’s contract. 

PLEASE NOTE 

The personal data of the candidate will be used by ENTSOG 
for recruitment purposes only (and in no case for commer-
cial and/or marketing purposes) and will in no case be dis-
closed to any third party without the prior consent of the 
candidate. Such personal data may be kept by ENTSOG for 
a duration of maximum 3 years for recruitment purposes 
only in case a new vacancy may be of some interest for the 
candidate. 

Please, join to the application the following written 
 consent: “I understand and I agree that  ENTSOG is process-
ing my personal data for recruitment purposes and I con-
sent that ENTSOG is keeping my data for future vacancies. 
By sending the CV, I accept/agree with the Data Privacy 
Policy.”
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